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Research going onResearch going on

 Miniaturization of  Transceiver using RFIC 
and MMIC for satellite communication



Unit 6

Semiconductor Microwave Devices
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 Important factors required at high frequency
 Saturated electron velocity: max velocity of a 

charge carrier in a semiconductor 

or

Electron mobility: quick electron movement 
through a metal or semiconductor

 GaAs (direct band gap material) is used in 
microwave semiconductor devices.

 mobility = 

 insensitive to heat

 Low noise
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Tunnel Diode Tunnel Diode [Esaki Diode][Esaki Diode]
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Tunnel Diode Operation Tunnel Diode Operation 
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..continued… of a Tunnel diode..continued… of a Tunnel diode
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..continued… of a Tunnel diode..continued… of a Tunnel diode
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..continued… of a Tunnel diode..continued… of a Tunnel diode
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ApplicationApplication

 Fast operation at microwave frequency. So 
used in amplifiers, oscillators, and switching 
devices.
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Gunn Diode Gunn Diode 

 Discovered by J.B Gunn

 it only utilizes n-type semiconductor where
electrons are the majority carriers.

 This diode uses Transfer Electron Mechanism.

 It is used for low power RF- microwave
amplifier and oscillator.

 Semiconductors GaAs, InP..etc are used

 Operation of Gunn Diode is dependent on
semiconductor material having different valleys
in conduction band at different energy levels.
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Transfer Electron MechanismTransfer Electron Mechanism

• It is direct band gap device.

•The central valley has the lowest 
energy.

•The energy difference between 
central and satellite valley is 0.3 eV.
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It is known that the velocity of electrons is related to an
applied electric field by the relation,

The mobility is constant over a range of applied electric
field. Thus under normal operation, as electric field
increases, the velocity of electron increases. But this
happens till E reaches upto a critical value which is about
3kV/cm. above this value, mobility starts behaving
nonlinearly.
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When electric field increases beyond the critical value, the electron in
central valley gain enough to transfer from the central valley to the
valley at higher energy level. As shown in Fig, the electrons remain in
the satellite valley till the field is greater than the critical value.

Practically there are number of satellite valleys at same energy level
exist in number of directions. For simplicity only one such valley is
shown in Fig. such a transfer of electrons under extremely high field,
from central valley to other satellite valleys is called transferred
electron mechanism.
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Effect of transferred electron mechanism: 
The electrons located in satellite valleys show the properties
related to energy level of that region of conduction band. The
effective mass of such electrons is higher than the effective mass
of electrons in central valley. It is almost eight times higher. As
mobility decreases, as field increases, the velocity of electrons
decreases. The current density J is given by

As velocity  decreases , current density decreases . This indicates  that 
the conductivity Decreases and  resistivity  increases.



Generic symbolsGeneric symbols

Gunn Diode
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•Fabricated from a single piece of n-type semiconductor.

•Although there is no junction this is called as a diode with reference to anode
(top n+) and cathode (bottom n+ with heat sink).

•If voltage at low level is applied, current will increase. When the diode voltage
exceeds a certain threshold value, electrons are excited from their initial lower
valley to the higher valley.

•If the rate at which electrons are transferred is very high beyond critical value, the
current will decrease, resulting in equivalent negative resistance effect.

•Beyond the negative resistive region, if voltage is applied then linear current is
because of electron transfer from valley to the next valley.



PIN diodePIN diode

 The p-i-n diode is essentially a refinement of the ordinary PN junction
diode.

 The PIN diode contains a intrinsic region between the P and N region.

 P region contains holes and N region having electrons. In intrinsic
region there are no majority carriers.

 The intrinsic region is the semiconductor region without doping.

 Intrinsic region increases the size of the depletion region.
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Applications of PIN diodeApplications of PIN diode

High voltage rectifier

RF switch

Photo detector
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Characteristics of PIN diodeCharacteristics of PIN diode

High breakdown voltage: Wider depletion 
region can tolerate high reverse breakdown 
voltage.

Low capacitance:As the capacitance of a 
capacitor reduces with increasing the 
depletion region. So, PIN diode is used as an 
RF switch.
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IMPATTIMPATT--Impact Ionization Avalanche Impact Ionization Avalanche 
Transit Time Transit Time 

IMPATT diode can be realized as an combination 
of n+pip+ or p+nn+, p+in+ diode.

It can be constructed from Ge, GaAs or InP.

Fabrication process is more difficult.

Mainly used for generating microwave radio 
frequency signals.
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Diode structure

Further when the reverse bias voltage exceeds the breakdown voltage,
maximum electric field appears at the n p+ junction. Electrons and/or holes
moving across the depletion region acquire sufficient energy from the electric
field to create electron-hole pairs by colliding with atomic electrons within
the depletion region.



VaractorVaractor diode (diode (VaricapVaricap diode)diode)

Used in many applications where a voltage 
controlled variable capacitance is required.

Main applications:

(i) Voltage controlled oscillator

(ii) RF filter
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 The operation of the varactor diode is quite simple. The
diode is operated under reverse bias conditions.

 The capacitance of a capacitor is dependent on a number of
factors including the plate area, the dielectric constant,
distance between the two plates. In the case of varactor
diode, it is possible to increase and decrease the width of
the depletion region by changing the level of reverse bias.
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SchottkySchottky diode (hot carrier diode)diode (hot carrier diode)

Widely used as a mixer or detector diode

Also called as a majority carrier device.

By making the devices small the RC time constant can
be reduced, making these diodes faster than the
conventional PN diodes. This factor is the prime
reason why they are so popular in radio frequency
applications.
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Schottky barrier diodeSchottky barrier diode

N type semiconductor is more negative  
than the metal contact.

Shottky diodes are based on majority carrier, 
so it  turns on and off faster than ordinary 
pn junction diode.



 Schottky diode has the typical forward semiconductor 
diode characteristics with much lower turn on voltage.
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Fig. Comparison of forward characteristics 



Microwave transistorMicrowave transistor

It provides Stability over microwave 
frequency, light weight, long life 

MESFET (Metal Semiconductor Field Effect 
Transistor)

HEMT (High Electron Mobility Transistor)

HBT (Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor)
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Parametric amplifierParametric amplifier

Parametric term is derived from parametric
excitation (using reactive elements like inductor
and/or capacitor).

Semiconductor devices are not involved in the
process of amplification means no source of
noise.

Applications: radio astronomy and satellite
communications where signals are weak and
lowest possible noise levels are required.
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Parametric amplifier works on principle of
varying a parameter of a capacitor to
pump up the input signal to higher
amplitude.
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Parametric amplifier


